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Pritchard’s Index 

 

Enormous vinyl stage tormentors (new/re-used from Birthday Live): 3 /1  

Giant mesh stage teasers (new/re-used): 2 /2 

Wayfinding signs (new/re-used): 159/17 

Vehicle Parking Passes: 1215 

Buttons: 2500 

Stickers: 5450 

Coverage of audience if everyone wore their 2-inch temporary tattoo: 3466 square feet of skin 

Large banners presented to Musqueam, Squamish and Tsleil-Waututh first nations: 3 per nation 

Hours to design: 6 per nation 

Cost to produce: $1050 per nation 

Re-usable coroplast tent signs: 23 

Re-usable waterproof Sustainability/Green Team signs for waste bins: 180 

Didactic signage {eatArt: Mondo Spider & Titanoboa; Urban Visuals: 125 Steps;  

Tangible Interaction: Zygote Interactive Balls}: 4  

Number of custom bungee cords used to rig banners to 3 info-towers: 540 

Approximate number of zap straps used: 144 

Number of hours to install signage (staff/crew/volunteer): 46/16/12 

Number of hours to remove and inventory signage (staff/crew/volunteer): 32.5/10/9 

Staff and volunteer t-shirts ordered: 1200 

Re-brandable pole signs carried by volunteers wearing t-shirts: 87 

Bamboo poles deployed (8 foot/12 foot): 87/6 

Number of signs made on-site during the event: 42  

Metal sandwich board brackets borrowed from Corporate Communications and set out around 

Stanley Park and downtown Vancouver: 14 

Returned to Corporate Communications: 14 

Number of work days from date Signage Request For Quotations released to event:  22 

Total number of signs designed, produced, installed, removed and stored for Summer Live: 544 
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Summer Live Signage Report 

 

Consistency, clarity, and visual impact are essential ingredients for any event signage 

program. For the Summer Live Festival in Stanley Park, one additional factor was key: 

stamina. This $30,000 signage program created over 500 signs including large-scale stage 

and info-tower banners; coroplast tent signs; transportation, parking and wayfinding 

signage; pole signs carried by volunteers; laminated signs for sustainability waste bins; 

event shuttle signage in metal sandwich board brackets; and didactic signage for artworks 

on site. (See Appendix for complete list of signs.) 

 

Staff from the City and our vendors rose to the challenge of extremely tight production 

deadlines: 22 working days from the RFQ to the first day of the festival. The deadline 

was met by maintaining close contact with the producing artistic director, 

communications coordinator and technical manager as well as our signage vendors. We 

tracked our evolving plan in a spreadsheet, and sent final, approved design files to the 

vendor as they were completed. The production schedule was based on the site crew 

installation plan. In addition, illustrated mock-ups of the three stages and info-towers 

allowed us visualize the final look, and to work out exact dimensions and requirements. 

 

A highlight of the program was the design of the Coast Salish storyboard banners 

mounted on the info-towers. These banners required considerable thought, care and 

attention – especially given the need to use first nations fonts. Communication with our 

Coast Salish partners through the Summer Live first nations liaison was critical to our 

success. We set aside time to focus specifically on these banners, with cooperation and 

patience from our Coast Salish partners through the review and approval process. The 

storyboards were designed without City branding, and are being passed on to each nation 

for their use.   

 

The signage program was helmed by a designated signage coordinator supported by a 

reliable intern, Laura Precup. Event managers lent their experience and responded to 

requests with patience and good humour. Members of the site crew were gracious and 



helpful during installation and removal. The City Print Shop did short-run colour jobs at 

great prices.  

 

Our primary vendor, Pattison Sign/Hazzard Screenprinting provided fantastic service, 

and high quality results. A local print shop, Initial Print, provided back-up for immediate 

service preparing coroplast signs and colour runs requiring lamination.  

 

Several deficiencies were identified. The sponsor brand appearing at the base of the Main 

Stage teaser was hidden by crowd; it should have been placed higher or elsewhere. 

Event crew could have been deployed more effectively by the signage coordinator, which 

would have resulted in having all signs installed a few hours earlier. Also, the Trail’s Edge 

Stage teaser was incorrectly placed, disrupting sightlines for the audience. Fortunately, 

crew alerted us to the problem, the producing artistic director was called in, and the site 

office resolved it prior to the performance by re-rigging the teasers – no small feat. The 

technical manager should have been consulted prior to the original installation.  

 

For future events, I would recommend an additional shift of two crew working overnight 

before event day, and likewise before strike day. This would allow for most signs to be in 

place before the start of the event, and out of the way before the strike. In addition to 

volunteers carrying pole signs, the use of wire ‘H’ frames for coroplast signs on pathways 

and seawall routes has been suggested by the producing artistic director. 

 

Will Pritchard 

Summer Live Signage Coordinator 
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